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Location: Bangkok

Category: computer-and-mathematical

At THISIS! DMG we are hungry for opportunities to improve the digital world.

As a service provider our clients benefit from our unique ability to think beyond technology and

design to make their business more efficient. Our client relationships are based on our

shared values of respect, thinking beyond, and responsiveness. While we see ourselves as

experts in the digital field, we are always learning, always challenging our thinking, and

always looking for the next big step to improve businesses. Thats why we believe that the

perfect candidate will challenge the status quo on a daily base while bringing exciting

projects to

life.

We are hungry for more join us if your appetite is big enough.

We are looking for a DevOps Engineer (Thailand | m/w/d | Bangkok / Remote) that

understands great Software always depends on a good environment and process.

Tasks

Your most important task is to help your team deliver good software projects and platforms that

the whole team is proud of. That can include the following tasks

Create and Maintain the CI/CD Pipelines based on Jenkins, Docker, Ansible, Gitlab

Design, build, and maintain systems, environments, through management tools, such as

Ansible

Supporting applications and infrastructure onPrem/AWS/Azure
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Extending our existing infrastructure setup (Kubernetes)

Setup for Monitoring and Tracking with tools like Grafana, Prometheus, Zabbix,

Playwright 

Support in the deployment of development environments

Support in installation and operation of components (Nodejs, PHP, Python)

Support in installation, administration, and configuration of different application stacks

(e.g., Nginx, NodeJS, MariaDB)

Support in defining and following quality assurance and deployment standards

Provide ad-hoc support to the team and clients for infrastructure and deployment

Requirements

Degree in Computing Science or equivalent

5+ years experience as full time DevOps Engineer.

Proven work experience in Linux based environments

Solid experience in the installation, administration, and configuration of application

stacks

Expert knowledge to design, build, and maintain systems, environments, and pipelines

Conduct system orchestration through management tools, such as Terraform, and

Ansible

Design, build, and deploy using thirdparty testing and CICD tools, such as Jenkins,

Docker, Gitlab

Hands-on experience in designing, building Container Orchestration using Docker,

Kubernetes clustring.

Good understanding of the networking in linux, docker, kubernetes

Experience with scripting languages (e.g Python or Bash shell)



Benefits

Career & Continuing Education

Benefiting from success together: For compensation, we follow the principle of

good pay for good performance. Our maxim is: Profit from success together. That's why

performance-based compensation systems play a crucial role for us - even outside the

upper management levels.

We support your further development: For on-the-job learning, we offer the DMG

Academy, a mentoring program and advanced internal training.

Step by step to the top: Regular evaluation and employee appraisals

Individualized

Individualized  working hours and working time models: You are free to choose

when you work, around the 2 hour core hours. We offer part-time and full-time positions

as well as flexible changes in between.

Individualized work locations: We support you in freely choosing your work

location - you decide from where you work with us, worldwide.

Individualized benefits:  Extended health insurance, also worldwide - support for

private pension plans.

Individualized support for home/remote office

What we do?

The next big thing: We are doing today what customers will see as innovative

tomorrow. Topics like generative AI and LLMs are currently innovative topics we are

working on.

Our Groundwork: We implement B2B and B2E digital projects for our clients.

Our style:  We work on projects worldwide with teams of over 15 nationalities, our

working language is English, we work on topics that move our clients forward and our

people are good at finding the most efficient solution.
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